Upper Kindergarten Curriculum

If you are looking for Upper Kindergarten Curriculum then this document is very important for you. It is suggested that you should go through the entire details in a very sincere manner and Read the Connected Pages Properly

You must have been looking for Upper Kindergarten Curriculum for quite long now. This is real high time that you should understand that by surfing on internet neither you will get Upper Kindergarten Curriculum, nor you will be able to prepare Upper Kindergarten Curriculum.

By surfing on Internet you might get –

Some Worksheets, but these would be looking poor and will not have direct relevance with learning.

Some Activities, but whether these would be Developmentally Appropriate? or, having relevance with Content Areas? would be a Big Question.

Some Concept delivery Ideas, but whether such ideas are Best for delivering those concepts? or such ideas are appropriate for that particular concept? or, whether such ideas could be customised for each child?

It is also very necessary to understand that, some worksheets, some activities, some ideas DO NOT constitute Curriculum. Curriculum is more than a collection of enjoyable activities, artistic worksheets and some instructional materials. Curriculum is a complex idea containing multiple components, such as goals, content, pedagogy, instructional practices, educational philosophies etc.

It is required to be understood that just some skeletal of activities having NO connection with Content Areas / Units is not at all good for the child. And, besides 'Activity', 'What should be the approach of communication of Teacher' has a very important role into delivery of concepts through 'Activity', whether the approach of communication should be - Instructional based, Inquiry based, scaffolding approach or Inquisitiveness based.
Having Good Curriculum is a Highly Profit Making and Time Saving proposition:

Good Curriculum means:

- Parents happy
- Child happy
- Teacher happy
- No complaint from anywhere
- Increased Admission
- Time Saving
- School looks more beautiful
- Teacher will not trouble you daily, about what is to be done in class today
- Principal, Teachers, Administrators will save their time from breaking their brains from 'How to keep child busy today' 'What should be done today'.
- No behavioural problem from Teachers towards children

What it means to prepare Preschool Curriculum and Kindergarten Curriculum:

Illustrative example of curriculum from "Preschool for Child Rights™" -

Example of Nursery Program

- 22 Study elements / Activities are done on daily basis
- Each Study elements / Activities would be having at-least Three to Four form, so that it could be delivered to different type of learners (thus, each child gets own customised curriculum)
  - Illustration :- Unit - Numbers, Objective - Developing Number Sense on Number Path, Name of the Activity - Counting on a Number Line up to Five. Activity starts from en-action of Rhyme. Post Activity, this same Activity is formatted for - Group Learners, Individual Learners, Partner Learners, Worksheet Activity, Colour Activity, Dramatic Play Corner. [As a Curriculum developer we have made the entire document of activity, transcription of activity (dialogues), design of worksheets, stencils of teaching aids, flash cards, video of training]
- Pre-Activity preparation element - Two to Ten elements per activity
- Curriculum has to be made for 220 days
- Worksheets has to be designed (we have 1200 worksheets per program)

Now, let us sum up the entire 'Elements / Activities' and be able to visualise the statistical magnanimity of Curriculum from "Preschool for Child Rights™" and appreciate the behemoth work which "Preschool for Child Rights™" have done.

\[(22 \times 3 \times 5 \times 220) + 1200 = 72,600\] Unique Elements Plus 1200 Worksheets

More, All educational philosophies being used, best methodology to deliver concept being used, each element is child-appropriate and Developmentally Appropriate.
And, above quoted calculation is just for One Program. Any preschool conducts at-least Two Programs, so Multiply above arrived result - 72,600 Unique Elements Plus 1200 Worksheets by Two.

So, now Do you think you will be able to Do this much, just by surfing Internet?

That's why "Preschool for Child Rights™ " have come up with Preschool and Kindergarten Curriculum Solutions for you, that too at a very Economical Price ... Preschool Curriculum from "Preschool for Child Rights™ "

By surfing Internet, even if you would be able to gather some activities, you will face these problems :

- Which concept to deliver first and which shall come next
- Which Activity should be done First and what shall come next
- What is the Best method to Teach?
- Like, What is the Best method to Teach Addition?
- What is the best method to deliver concept of Flowers / Animals / Classifications / Data Interpretations, etc?
- What and How much Digital Content should be used?
- Remember - How to teach about a particular animal, is more important then, What all Animals to teach!

Average Monthly Cost of Preschool Curriculum and Kindergarten Curriculum from "Preschool for Child Rights™ " is very Low. Purchase Details and Price of complete Preschool Curriculum and Kindergarten Curriculum from"Preschool for Child Rights™ ".

Having Poor Curriculum be it own developed or from "Other Preschool Curriculum Providers"means these -

- Poor Parents Feedback
- Less Word-of-Mouth advertising
- Low admission
- Increased expense on Marketing
- Poor confidence among entire Team members
- Daily problem of handling Teachers
- Daily problem of handling children
- Daily Problem of handling Parents
- Increased expense on hiring Principal / Counsellor, who would be smart enough to convince new inquiries on Poor Curriculum
- Most importantly - Lost Purpose of opening up a Preschool / School
- Wasted Time and Money on purchasing such Curriculum or developing such Curriculum
- and many more...
Purchase Details / Price of complete Preschool Curriculum and Kindergarten Curriculum from "Preschool for Child Rights™".

ONE thing which encompasses entire elements of Preschool is the 'Preschool Curriculum'. And, 'Preschool Curriculum' is one thing which is completely absent from the Preschools of India - be it Franchised Preschool Chains or other Preschools or 'Other Preschool Curriculum Providers.

Preschool is a place where Education and Learning is delivered, and the greatest woe is that none 'Preschool Curriculum Providers' knows even one basic element of the Preschool Curriculum.

The one and most important thing around which each aspect of preschool revolves is the Curriculum and this is entirely missing from all Preschools, be it, individual Preschools, Preschool chains and Preschool Franchise offerings.

If you wish to know more about 'Preschool Curriculum and Kindergarten Curriculum' from "Preschool For Child Rights" then you may go through the following pages: Important Page on Preschool Curriculum

When you purchase our "Preschool Entrepreneurship Program", additionally you would also be able to see the Typical Day Schedule of Preschool and Kindergarten Programs being followed in the Preschool Curriculum of 'Preschool for Child Rights'; so as to take the Final decision to seek the Preschool Curriculum Support from 'Preschool for Child Rights'. (Purchase Details / Price of complete Preschool Curriculum and Kindergarten Curriculum from "Preschool for Child Rights™")

Subscription of www.PreschoolForChildRights.Com is beneficial for these -

- Preschool / Play School, Day Care / Child Care, and Mainstream Schools conducting Preschool and Kindergarten Programs, interested to take their Academic Level to the highest possible Level of Excellence; with the Preschool Curriculum Support from 'Preschool for Child Rights'.
- New Entrepreneurs planning to Start a New Preschool / Play School, Day Care / Child Care and School
- Investors planning to take Franchise Offerings of Preschool / Play School, Day Care / Child Care and School

Kindergarten Curriculum
You may be interested in these pages also:

- **Attributes - Significant Attributes of our Preschool and Kindergarten Curriculum**: View Page
- **Comparison – Our Curriculum Attributes versus Others**: View Page
- **ONLINE Benefits - Benefits of having ONLINE Curriculum**: View Page
- **Presentation – Must Watch Presentation about Preschool Curriculum from “Preschool For Child Rights”**: View Page
- **Guarantee - Our Guarantee**: View Page
- **Fee - How to Pay the Fee**: View Page
- **FAQs - Frequently Asked Questions**: View Page

Among many things, The ZERO Curriculum™ from “Preschool for Child Rights” includes Entire Dialogue; All required Information relating to Topics, Units, Themes & Content Areas; Questions to be posed to children; Quips; Behavioural inputs etc and is available in Text, PPT, Flash and Video format. Along with the Daily lesson plan it also includes Worksheets, Flash Cards, Cutouts, Teaching Aids, Puzzles, Activities etc.

To Understand, Experience and Deliver the Benefits in your School go for the Risk Free One Month Trial by just paying Rs. 11,000 (Eleven Thousand) Only.

“Preschool For Child Rights™” is proud to be World’s BEST Curriculum provider and is also having the MOST Economical rates.

Websites of Preschool for Child Rights™ :-

Preschool for Child Rights™; Communication & Sales websites:

www.TheZEROCurriculum.Com

Jobs Websites of Preschool for Child Rights™ :-

Test Websites of Preschool for Child Rights™ :-

Preschool for Child Rights™; User Protected Curriculum Delivery (availability) websites:
[Restricted access. Access after submission of Fee]

www.PreschoolForChildRights.Info
We have Calculus™ in Kindergarten Curriculum and, subject to Developmentally Appropriate Practices.

Visit us now...

Preschool for Child Rights™ the ZERO Curriculum
Montessori Curriculum or Montessori Philosophy ?? ??

How to Create Brand Name of your Preschool ...

Early Childhood Care and Education Curricular Laws and Child Rights Perspective

... and many more interesting Articles only on :-

Visit us now ...

Preschool for Child Rights the ZERO Curriculum
1+1=2

Your Preschool uses beautifully designed Worksheets
Happy with that...

The Fact:
Worksheets, if not Academically Planned, for effective targeted learning experiences, ends to promote ROTE Learning.
(Just like the example shown here)

Visit us now...

Preschool for Child Rights
the ZERO Curriculum